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PRODUCTS

BVZ ASIA OFFERS NEW PRODUCTS FOR
MARINE APPLICATIONS
BVZ ASIA IS OFFERING new product lines to support the marine
industry in addition to its wide assortment of specialty fabrics, hardware
and finishing materials for boat tops, covers, tarps, sails, seat cushions,
interiors and more.
With the widest distribution network of Sunbrella performance
fabrics and associated products in Asia, BVZ Asia has inventories in
several major distribution centres: Hong Kong, Guangzhou, Malaysia,
Thailand, Vietnam and the Philippines. Clients can order directly from
any of the offices, ensuring convenient and reliable delivery.
“We carry the best lines for marine applications including Nautolex
Grand Cayman, Ultraclear, Q-Snaps and Perfix,” says BVZ Group
General Manager Galen Au. “We are excited about Nautolex Grand
Cayman fabrics. They are durable marine upholstery fabrics finished
with the easy-to-clean protective PreFixx. Resistant to staining,
abrasion, and scuffing, they are suited for both indoor and outdoor
marine applications.
“A remarkably clear vinyl sheet, Ultraclear is a world-leader in
clarity, consistency and durability. It is ideal for both internal and
external applications and is exclusively available through in Asia
through BVZ Asia.
“For boat owners who are serious about protecting their investment,
they can have custom-fit Seaguard Flex fabric covers. Custom-fit boat
covers are great for mooring and storage. Having the right cover can
prolong the beauty of seats; instrument panels, and ensures durable,
worry-free use.”
www.bvz.com
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SMOKE-FREE KENYON
RIO GRILL
THE INDOOR/OUTDOOR ELECTRIC Rio Grill is perfect
for enjoying at sea and its rounded flange provides a classy
look that seamlessly blends in with a yacht’s interior.
Designed to enhance the grilling experience, the Rio Grill
is safe and easy to use – as well as flare-up and smoke-free.
The grate is protected by a medical grade non-stick coating
and is easily cleaned with a damp cloth or placed in the
dishwasher. The grate imparts characteristic barbeque grill
marks and conceals the electric element by resting directly
on top of it, thus preventing flare-ups. Most grills have
hot and cold zones that don’t allow use of the entire
grilling surface, but the Rio’s heat is uniform
across all 155 square inches of the grate,
and reaches more than 550 ºF.
www.cookwithkenyon.com

V-TECHNOLOGY CREATES ROTATING SUN AWNING
JACUZZIS ARE LOCATED almost always on the sun deck of yachts.
This means they are open to the elements. A perfect solution for this
problem is the V-Technology Rotating Sun Awning. Whatever the
position of the sun or the direction of the wind, the Sun Awning can
rotate 360 degrees to provide protection. V-Technology also has nonrotating awnings that can be installed behind a couch or a sunbed. Both
systems are custom made to the specific dimensions of the Jacuzzi or
couch and the space available aboard the yacht. The awning systems can
be equipped with lighting or audio, and be controlled by iPhone or iPad.
The colour and style of the awning fabric can be customised, too.
www.v-technology.nl
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